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IN DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN’S PORTFOLIO for Artforum the artist shares a selection
of production stills shot by photographer Dawid Misiorny while Nguyen was
filming If Revolution Is a Sickness, 2021. The video, set in Warsaw, appears in
Nguyen’s first solo institutional exhibition, at New York’s SculptureCenter. (The
show travels to Chicago’s Renaissance Society in the spring.) Just a few blocks
away, at moma ps1, Nguyen is participating in the fifth edition of Greater New York,
which opens later this month.
If Revolution Is a Sickness begins with an orphaned Vietnamese girl washing
ashore in an unidentified European country. Years later, isolated and alone in
Warsaw, she is taken in by a crew of teenage K-pop fans. Clad in revolutionary
crimson and goth sportswear, the scrappy gang performs sinister, synchronized
choreography against a backdrop of Soviet monuments, Stalinist architecture, and
illegal skate parks.
In one image, two dancers perch on a dilapidated fountain. Spray paint covers
the concrete edifice, and though the swirls of graffiti may imply a makeshift public
forum—a collision of diverse and competing voices, in harmony and dissensus—
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violence mars the surface: A vandal has drawn a so-called sun cross, a symbol of
the fascist far right. A second picture further alludes to the burst hopes of neoliberal democracy, as four Mylar balloons—cheerfully spelling out “1989”—sink
to watery depths.
Underpinning Nguyen’s video is the theme of the individual and the group: the
need to belong versus the cruelty of the clique, the threat of loneliness versus the
anonymity of the crowd. The teens’ mundane hazing and bullying, directed against
their Vietnamese-Polish peer, are constitutive to the formation of national identity,
while the tight choreography may alternately suggest a communal bid for TikTok
stardom or a disciplining of bodies into alienated abstractions.
“The hands in the factory correspond to the legs of the Tiller Girls,” Siegfried
Krakauer wrote in 1927. Yet the bodies in If Revolution Is a Sickness are no mass
ornament, with its links to centralized capitalist rationalization; instead, they point
to a new, more elusive kind of emblem—an image of the painful erasure and demands
for representation that undergird our networked and atomized present.
—Lloyd Wise

Weronika Nguyen is a high-school student in Warsaw, a future artist, and the lead actress
of my film. I found her on Instagram by combining a common Polish first name with my own
Vietnamese surname. She is the only member of the group who doesn’t actually listen to
K-pop or make dance videos, but after two weeks of daily rehearsals, we turned her into
a dancer anyway. Here, she poses with Martyna Siedlarz and Laura Błońska. It’s unclear
whether they are pushing her into the water or if she is trying to fall in on purpose, because
she feels so different.
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Alina Chołody (left) and Natalia Jankowska (right) in front of a
defunct fountain at a small local park. Graffitied behind them
are the Polish words for faith hope tolerance, but tolerance
has been crossed out. On this day of filming, we improvised
group tableau scenes of non-dance movements.
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Alina, Jakub Grzybała, Laura, Martyna, and Weronika (from left to right) at
the legendary Powiśle DIY, an illegal skate park under a bridge that spans
the Vistula River. Jakub is probably the most famous K-pop dancer in Poland;
his crew, @majestydanceteam, later returned to this location to film their
own video, a cover of the single “First” by Everglow. He recruited Laura after
meeting her through our project; she danced in that video, too.
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Known locally as the building of spies, Sobieskiego 100 is a mysterious
Soviet building in the district of Mokotów. There are many rumors about
this property. Though supposedly abandoned since 1989, it is surrounded
by barbed wire, surveillance cameras, and roaming security personnel.
Apparently, the Russians have kept the building but refuse to pay rent to
the Polish government. Since we can’t get inside, we film from the outside.
In one scene, we sink these balloons into a nearby pond.
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Martyna (left) and Gosia
Kareł (right) hold onto
Weronika’s head as she
pretends to shoot herself.
Painter Jan Możdżyński let
us climb through the window
of his studio to access the
building’s rooftop, which
offers an unparalleled view
of Warsaw’s Palace of
Culture and Science. A “gift”
from Stalin, the structure
looks almost identical to a
building at Moscow State
University, with some minor
Polish flourishes.
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DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN
BY SOHRAB MOHEBBI

When we look at a photo by Diane Severin Nguyen we first register the work under the category of “abstraction.”
And abstract are the images, pictures that are hard to place as a reference to specific thing that we can recognize and identify. Further scrutiny leaves you with bits and pieces of objects or phenomena: candies, a glove,
plastic bag, coins, an orange, etc., but also natural phenomena such as fire, water, decay, smoke and so on,
things that constitute the dimension of life that we partake in. What we see in the photograph is on the one hand
self-referential as a work with idiosyncratic interiority, but also evocative as it invokes pain, pleasure, aversion,
discomfort, desire and usually a combination of all. The photos are all taken from arrangement and situations
that the artist creates in the studio and as such they are documents of a process and/or still lives. A photograph
makes life still, it captures a moment, even if it later manipulates, contextualize and frames that moment as such
the photograph always pictures an absence a death. There is violence embedded in every photograph as such.
In interview DSN has talked about how her photograph somehow replicate the photojournalism conventions,
she does not use studio lights. The photo scenarios are of course staged in the studio, yet what the works do is
to level event vis a vis process. The latter being mainly associated with artistic practice while the former is
rooted in the photographic discourse and in particular photojournalism.
What was once known as the photograph no longer exists (if it ever did), rather what we have is the photographic, which acknowledges the constructed nature of the photograph’s claims. What you see in an image is not
what the image shows. Yet, photography discourse is for the most part constructed on the photograph’s truth
claim not its fables, the photograph not the photographic, the latter was an exception to the former and was only
measured against it. The alternative photo theory would depart from the photographic and find the truth claim an
exception, one that is built through a discursive scaffolding and is in its service.
The photograph’s said truth claim is validated through a discursive process that includes agents with various
investments in the validity or invalidity of the claims. The validity of the event is therefore contingent on the
persuasive power of the producers, distributors and the interpreters of the image. As such, the event itself is a
process and one can say always in progress and the photographic moment is the start of this process. The
famous photographic index that has been the semiotic linchpin of the truth claim is itself in the service of the
discursive apparatus of visual meaning production. The index always remains relational as it relies on an interpretive assembly that acknowledge its relationship to a particular event/object, from Barthes’ mother to an
online vintage sneaker shop.
Rather than the semiotics of the index, Nguyen prefers Minor White’s notion of equivalency and the photograph’s
ability to “evoke feelings about things and situations and events which for some reason or other are not or
cannot be photographed,” and the ability to “use the forms and shapes of objects in front of the camera for their
expressive-evocative qualities.”
Nguyen creates napalm in her studio, fires the found and sourced material and captures the event with a camera. There is a torched red remote control navigated by silver fire resistant gloves, there is an orange bleeding,
there is a plastic bag knotted around a hose. A lot of images look like debris, the remnants the, aftermaths of a
human apocalypse. The stuff that are scattered after a disaster. The events that destroy the environment and
living beings, they are material interactions, these are processes of devastation. You can enact these material
and chemical reactions in the studio and photograph them. You can try them on living beings and document
them in print and digital magazines. Nguyen’s images show that a process could invoke the similar affects as an
event, both can be captured on a camera and presented as photographic images. They are both treated similarly
by the lens consciousness, yet, they are distinguished by violence of the operations that produce them.
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DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN

In the Vietnamese-American artist’s work, lo-fi science experiments enact a perpetual transfiguration of matter, catalyzing
entropy with the elemental forces of gravity, smoke, water and fire. Emerging from the close-up world of her photographs,
her newest video opens up the angle, embarking on a journey through the sprawling spaces of Ho Chi Minh City.

VISTAS: DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN

There’s a funny paradox at the heart of Diane Severin
Nguyen’s photographs: they seem custom-made to con-

PHOTOGRAPHY:

found language while inadvertently generating an
excess of it. It’s a conundrum I experience firsthand as I
write this, vainly tethering words to her diminutive

DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN

portals as they shift indifferently between states of matter.
Not quite solid, liquid, nor gaseous—or at times simul-

WORDS:

taneously all three—they seep, bubble and ooze in a type
of primordial hypostasis, a perpetual becoming that
flirts with form while recoiling from its exigencies. One
thing is certain: they’re far too concrete to be described
as abstract. Nevertheless, they remain slippery and
resistant to easy taxonomy, only hinting at origins that

FRANKLIN MELENDEZ

might be more rooted in the mundane than the obscure.

critical legacy of thinkers such as Bataille and other

Here, fibers filtered by light could just be a pile of shed

practitioners of “L’informe.” Her tremulous corporealities

hair; there, alien flesh in an amniotic sack remnants of the

are littered with part objects as well as evocative orifices,

catch of the day; a gelatinous membrane splits open

ruptures and wounds that seem to appeal precisely

to reveal a toothy, latticed smile.

to this type of primordial, pre-linguistic space. Meeting

“So much of it has to do with failure,” notes Nguyen

Nguyen for the first time, it becomes clear she is intimately

with a laugh. “Probably more than I should admit to!”

acquainted with these discourses and their respective

“Contingency” might be another word for it, as her visual

histories. Against the din of a raucous Frieze LA party

alchemy departs from the stuff that surrounds us:

in early 2020, our conversation weaves in and out of our

anything and everything that we touch and handle, from

favored critical theory hits, from formative texts by

the things we ingest to the currencies we circulate

Hal Foster and Kaja Silverman to more obscure diatribes

to the devices that mediate our unbounded global views.

by Bataille and the child psychoanalyst Melanie Klein.

It is a haphazard, gluttonous mix, with no clear distinctions During the exchange, it dawns on me that the textual is yet
between the organic and the inorganic, the fleshy and

another materiality Nguyen adds to the mix—an astute

the mechanical, the constructed and the found. “I’m

inclusion that underscores her own positionality as well as

constantly looking and searching,” she notes of her process. the discursive parameters that have defined not just
“Searching for materials and objects that echo the state

photography but the photographic as our favored episte-

of the photograph, that are somehow inbetween a fully

mological/ontological model. “I try to be aware that

signified ready-made object and something that’s pure

I am formed by all of these French theorists and all of these

substance. It’s pretty intuitive—mostly an awareness that

inherited histories. And it’s generative for my work

certain things are inherently more photographable or

and sanity to parse things out on a very studious level,” she

photogenic in a way that’s unexpected. I’m very interested says. “But the practice is about trying to meld a body
in the transfiguration of something through the lens.”
Far from arcane, this conversion of matter unfolds
as lo-fi science experiments—a blind, incessant

to some hyper-consciousness, and that’s where the image
comes in.”
If L’informe does hold some use value here, it might

testing within the confines of the studio. At times, Nguyen

be in simply underscoring how active Nguyen’s images

employs provisional set-ups or palm-sized sculptural

are. As Yves Alain Bois writes: “Nothing in it of itself, the

assemblages; other times, she simply pits matter against

formless has only an operational existence. It is a per-

matter or catalyzes its entropy with elemental forces,

formative like obscene words, the violence of which

from the mute pressures of gravity to smoke, water and

derives less from semantics than from the very act of their

fire (napalm is a favored reactant). The resulting micro-

delivery. The formless is an operation.” Performativity

dramas are too active and unstable to be called still lifes,

is a key dimension that is often thematized and woven into

although they are undoubtedly indebted to that lineage.

the fabric of each photograph: filaments slowly melting

Rather, one might think of them as minor events or, better

in a fire, a work glove smoking with the residue of some re-

yet, a set of tactile conditions from which an image

action. The emphasis is always on something having

could emerge—and sometimes does.

been made through an unseen act that is both destructive

“It’s about keeping all of these opposing factors

and generative. Unruly and unpredictable, this also

concurrent,” she notes of the many free radicals that con-

insists on the specificity of what we witness, a fact that

verge within the frame. “But also arranging the emotional

reemphasizes a core maxim of Nguyen’s practice:

architecture of an image. I want it to be accessed on as

“Photography can’t be abstract, it adheres to reality.”

many planes as possible and also negated just as equally.
I don’t know what that is except some feeling of integrity

This reality principle was explored most intently in
her most recent exhibition, “Reoccurring Afterlife,”

with itself…but the language kind of fails me in this sense.” which was the culmination of a mini-residency in Hong
This very failure might be one of the reasons why
it’s all too tempting to filter Nguyen’s efforts through the

Kong begun in October 2019. Originally envisioned as
an exploration of the emotive qualities of the city, the project
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invariably came up against the socio-political as the

disfiguration, but also beauty. Within it, we

clashes between pro-democracy protesters and the city

might also glimpse an analog for Nguyen’s

police reached a terrible crescendo. As she recalls:

photographic practice as it encounters unique

“Being there, I was looking at the materiality of the pro-

sites and bodies, from children playing to

tests and also constantly being bombarded by images

an aspiring pop star.

of the confrontation that were so intense. Just seeing how

The latter Nguyen found on YouTube

teargas was photographed, or this blue pigmentation

and enticed to perform a re-arranged karaoke

that was put in the water and seeing blood on the subway

version of the ’60s boomer anthem “The

walls, or the ways architecture was being re-appropriated

Sound of Silence.” With party-light patterns

by the protesters.”

dancing against her skin, she never quite

The resulting images are site-specific without

crystallizes into that fixed glossy ideal, but

being “site-specific.” Rather, they harness affective inten- rather emotes alongside incongruous
sities as a marker, bearing witness to place through its

elements that resonate one against the other

charged details: the scalloped edges of coins embedded in

to generate a weird type of synesthesia.

fruity flesh, the unctuous comingling of semi-liquid

For Nguyen, this performance captures one

jellies, the texture of melted scaffolding and paint splat-

of the formative exchanges of her work:

tered glass. Historicity is omnipresent but diffuse, a

“I like thinking about photography as a cover

film that ionizes the air and sets it aglow. One particular

song, in that it twists the affect on a

Diane Severin Nguyen
(American, b. 1990)
is an artist, photographer
and filmmaker who lives
and works in Los Angeles.
Franklin Melendez is a
New York-based writer,
curator and contributing
editor of KALEIDOSCOPE.
SELF-PORTRAIT BY
DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN
WORKS IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE:
TYRANT STAR (FILM STILLS), 2019;
IN HER TIME, 2019; INTERSECTIONAL,
2019; CHORAL OFF-SPRING, 2019;
RAINDROP BODYWORK, 2019;
ICON DEPRESSION, 2019; GORGEOUS
INHERITOR, 2019; PROMISE TO
WITNESS, 2019. IMAGE COURTESY OF
THE ARTIST AND EMPTY GALLERY,
HONG KONG.

arrangement features a tube surrounded by what appears given reality.”
to be melted tissue, like the innards of a makeshift
organ that’s equal parts rococo flourish and Cronenberg
nightmare. Titled Breathing Bag, the arrangement resonates deeply, both as a reoccurring motif in Nguyen’s
work as well as an all-too-prescient dramatization
of our current collective anxieties. In this way, it becomes
clear that Nguyen’s micro-engagements open up onto
the macro, brushing up against all the contingencies—
material, historical, discursive—that determine the

“I am formed by all of these inherited histories. So my practice is about trying to meld a body to some hyper-consciousness—that’s where the image comes in.”

parameters of making and consuming an image. It is a
wide-ranging project that is also unexpectedly (and quite
surprisingly) romantic. That much is be evident in her
latest undertaking, Tyrant Star, the video centerpiece of
an upcoming installation set to debut at Art Basel
Statements. Emerging from the close-up world of her photographs, the video embarks on a much more legible
journey through the liminal spaces outside of Ho Chi Minh
City, that unnamed expanse between the rural and
urban sprawls. Successive shots trace its contours, from
garbage floating on water in rhythmic undulation to
a piece of Durian fruit being torn asunder. At first, this
seems like a stark opposition to the photographs, a
foray into the journalistic, but for Nguyen, it is simply an
extension: an exploration of another side of her inheritance: “I work with all of these different materialities
and I don’t name them. The video provided a space for that.”
This naming unfolds as an excess of language,
from the layered voiceover soundtrack of traditional
Vietnamese poetry (parts of which Nguyen translated herself) and their accompanying subtitles to zooms on
signage to layered visual puns. “I filled it to the brim with
words,” she stresses—a deluge that seeks to immerse
us in the affective tonalities of this place, in a set of
conflicting materials, configurations, and impulses that
are indebted to a fraught history of pain, poverty and
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Kyle Thomas Hinton, Diane Severin Nguyen

To Dirty Them Immaculately...

Professor of French Literature Denis Hollier once wrote, “Whereas it is possible to see without being
seen, it is not possible to touch without at the same time being touched. One never emerges intact
from any contact.” Artist Diane Severin Nguyen puts this proposition to the test with her latest photographs. eXhibitions strives to bring the conversation to the artworks, and X-TRA’s Kyle Thomas Hinton
met Nguyen at Bad Reputation in Los Angeles to discuss her show Flesh Before Body, on view until
March 9, 2019. The following has been edited for length and clarity.

Diane Severin Nguyen, Liquid Isolation, 2019. LightJet
chromogenic print, artist frame, 15 x 22.5 in.
Courtesy of the artist and Bad Reputation, Los Angeles.
Photo: Bad Reputation.

DIANE SEVERIN NGUYEN: There are so many entry points to how I think about my work. I’m deciphering
photography as symbolic language, and I’m trying to subvert the essentialism of that index. I never think
that a photograph can celebrate a life, or fully contextualize a life in any way. And I believe that the attempts to assign one’s entire identity in an optic way is problematic. The only thing a photograph can do,
if anything, is maybe celebrate death. But it definitely cannot convey life. I think that’s also why I work from
the place of non-life or still life. I feel like I have to start there in order to understand how a photograph
attempts that construction.
KYLE THOMAS HINTON: I’m really interested in that kind of conception. François Laruelle has this idea of
a photo-fiction, where the photograph is insufficient instead of being an essential or dialectical thing, so it
can never properly will truth or power to the idea of a life. The photograph can only ever be a kind of failure, in a sense, to properly demonstrate what a life might be or what a life could be.
DSN: Even in terms of emotional affect it seems like I’m rearranging failure. My process is incredibly defined by failure. Everything surrounding that one moment—to use photographic terminology, the decisive
moment—is surrounded by failure. It seems like a really important dialogue to me, the things that I can’t
convey.
KTH: I think within your work there’s a capaciousness to that failure. With regard to the materials you use,
it’s not that it’s a celebration of inorganic over organic or vice-versa, or further claims to binary thought, it’s
that the object could be both and neither.
DSN: I reference a lot of subjective and photographic terminologies surrounding the image. And I like to
look at the points in which they both conflate and deflate each other. It’s kind of a conversional process.
For instance, I often find myself making and photographing fake wounds, like in Pain Portal (2019). In a way,
it’s a reference to the punctum of a photograph, right? And if so, does the punctum emerge through some
random, romantic idea of chance? Or does it have to rely on some moment of supposedly real pain within a social space? What does it mean to photograph someone’s pain? Can pain be conveyed through an
image? Can you be affected without having experienced the thing itself? I hope that the work can point to
methods of constructing pain for consumption.

Without being grandiose, I think the most basic question I’m asking in my work is if one can be touched
without having to touch. That’s what we implicitly demand from images. So when I create a fake wound, I’m
also questioning if pain could ever be transmitted in such an excessively symbolic way. Who can feel pain?
How is that transmitted? What does it look like? I think there’s something lingering in my images in that
way… this idea of the capture of a suspended moment. I try to enact these things literally. There’s a certain
melodrama to it, but the whole point is that I’ve constructed everything, and the image is supposed to
exude that overconstruction. It speaks to the absurdity of such an index.

Left to right: Diane Severin Nguyen, Co-dependent exile, 2019. LightJet chromogenic print, artist frame, 15 x 10 in. Installation view, Flesh Before Body, Bad Reputation, Los Angeles, January 26 – March 9, 2019. Pain Portal, 2019. LightJet chromogenic print, artist frame, 15 x 10 in. Courtesy of the artist and Bad Reputation, Los Angeles. Photos: Bad Reputation.

KTH: It’s interesting that within your work everything is hyper-constructed, like in Co-dependent exile (2019)
where you’ve tied hard candy to twine. Your hand is always in it, but simultaneously everything is indeterminate, like a quantum superposition where different states of being coexist simultaneously. There’s an
immanence where all potential interpretations are already there within the image. I’m also really interested
in Pain Portal for that reason. I think something you explore with that work and throughout the show is the
idea of the empathetic image, which is always its own limit…
DSN: I would say that there’s a limit to it, but that the equivalence is always warped. I feel like with the
hyper-textural, visceral reality that I’m creating, how it’s meant to act phenomenologically isn’t supposed
to feel exactly like how it felt when I was making it. The tactility happens within the translation, kind of like
autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR). It’s about non-catharsis. The feeling that you’re getting is
feeling through alienation. My work isn’t meant to be this immersive experience, necessarily. I’m not trying
to drown you in this slime and make you feel that. It’s more the fact that you can’t touch it. I’m interested in
that distance.
KTH: Like the impossibility of a relation to the photograph?
DSN: Yeah. Again, the experience is non-cathartic. I’m interested in that state of suspension. ASMR isn’t
about orgasm, it’s about impotence to a large extent, and the intimacy of it is based upon not having to be
there, yet feeling something. It’s intimacy instigated by distance. So I try to think about how physical tension is held in this way, how it takes on the gap of not being there.
KTH: So it’s this traversing of space-time but it’s not necessarily lived for a specific future? It just kind of is,
precisely because the object is without time and it can move freely. If the viewer is to encounter your work
knowing they can only possess a distant or an improper relation, then what does that mean for both the
essence and position of the image? Historically the photograph has served to redeem a limited imaginary
capacity through representation. With the image failing to represent itself, then it would be released from
any presupposed doctrine or command…

Left to right: Diane Severin Nguyen, Wilting Helix, 2019. LightJet chromogenic print, artist frame, 15 x 10 in. Installation view,
Flesh Before Body, Bad Reputation, Los Angeles, January 26 – March 9, 2019. Malignant tremor, 2019. LightJet chromogenic
print, artist frame, 15 x 10 in. Courtesy of the artist and Bad Reputation, Los Angeles. Photos: Bad Reputation.

DSN: While I believe that everything can be referenced within the image-plane, it’s not about some holistic
redemption within that space. To me, the broken relation is a precarious but somewhat eternal position.
This broken-ness is something I’m implying visually without having to break or alter the physical plane of
the print. I don’t want an allegory built around process. This is a state of being that isn’t looking for an origin point or justification in the real. I think that most people don’t get to live within the faith of, “this is the
real, this is the origin point, this is what happened.” It’s much more this constant negotiation, or a certain
alertness to meanings that could shift.
KTH: Maybe it’s like a plenum in physics, where a space is full of matter and infinite possibilities… This is
where the conversation about the indexical image, or the thing that is represented, and the platitudes
about utopia or dystopia are interesting. I would approach your work rather in terms of atopia, or placelessness, where the thing can be everywhere precisely because it is nowhere.
DSN: I see each of the images in this show operating simultaneously as a camera, within the narratives of
the material relationships. Liquid Isolation (2019), which images human hair suspended in a bag of water,
forces the camera to admit to its own immersion, as facilitating containment and absorption, rather than
being a dry, offshore observer. There’s an illusion of dryness in photography, or the reliance of the camera
on being dry, watching from some distance, but it’s the only medium where you can actually capture what
liquids look like. It can capture liquidity in exceeding detail, as well as other temporary states of being. I
feel like these temporary states of being as they are “captured”—that is the violence of indexical photography because it pins down the fugitive subject. That’s problematic in a way that is productive to me. I like the
idea of collapsing that binary between the apparatus and the image itself, or the image’s product. I think
that these images come out of a documentary lineage, which is very violent. I’m working within the provisional moment, the waiting-for-something-to-happen, and I compose my images with these strategies, but
to totally defunct ends.
Diane Severin Nguyen was born in 1990 in Carson, CA. She lives and works in Los Angeles. Nguyen completed her BA from Virginia Commonwealth University (2013) and is an MFA candidate at the Milton Avery
School of the Arts, Bard College (2019). In addition to her current show at Bad Reputation, Nguyen is part
of a two-person show at Bureau, New York.
Kyle Thomas Hinton is a writer and poet based in Los Angeles.
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NADA’s Solution to the Growing Cost of the Art Fair

NADA’s programming this year focuses on the local, emphasizing the ongoing programming
of brick and mortar galleries over the quick fix of an art fair.
Jeffrey Grunthaner March 14, 2019

Diane Severin Nguyen, “No Feeling Is Final” (2019),
LightJet C-print, aluminum frame,
15 × 22 1/2 inches (image courtesy Bureau)

Art fairs are growing increasingly expensive, and thereby irrelevant to the general public and mid-tier
galleries. At least, this would seem to be the position taken by the New Art Dealer Alliance (NADA).
After their building was sold, the organization had to confront a reality that has pestered numerous artists, galleries, and project spaces in New York. And so, emphasizing the ongoing programming of brick
and mortar galleries over the quick fix of an art fair, NADA’s New York Gallery Open capitalized on the
influx of art connoisseurs visiting the city for Armory Week, while also appealing to the tastes of collectors, the curiosity of students, and, of course, the needs of art dealers.
This is what the New Art Dealer Alliance has always set out to do; and it might be indicative of some
greater zeitgeist that they decided to continue with their annual programming despite not having access to a space suitable for a trade show. The same art fair model is still in place; what’s different is the
pacing. Generally, art fairs allow viewers to take in a welter of works within a confined space — something like an arcade in Walter Benjamin’s sense. This year, NADA was more like a situationist dérive;
and it’s unlikely anyone saw all the galleries, performances, and events associated with it. On the other
hand, many of the shows represented in the New York Gallery Open are still viewable.
Bureau on Norfolk Street, for instance, has some pretty great works up. On view through March 24, Minor twin worlds is a collaborative effort by Brandon Ndife and Diane Severin Nguyen. The show essentially boils down to a display of sculptures and prints — both capturing a world of post-human decay,
where the entropic mess kept in check by human busyness (think of imminent strangulation by dust or
vegetation) is allowed unfettered reign. Brandon Ndife’s sculptural contributions especially impressed
me in this regard. Willfully disturbing, they seem composed entirely of decay, using the functionality of
ordinary objects, like sinks and cabinets, as both pedestals and hosts.
At Shoot The Lobster on Eldridge Street, you’ll find another collaborative exhibition (also up through
March 24). Berlin-based artists Taslima Ahmed and Manuel Gnam — who work together under the
moniker Flame — mimic the detritus of an Internet culture reduced strictly to social media platforms.
Artists generally find something alluring about the vast reservoir of images that can be sourced through
something as readily accessible as Google. But Ahmed and Gnam’s works have a tragic frailty about
them. Inspired by online advertising, their art doesn’t come off as graphic design, yet everywhere
bumps against the wall forever separating graphic design from fine art, commercial art from formalism.
Allowing the digital seams to show, they make ambiguous works that are both critical and cloying.

Nicholas Buffon’s cartoony exhibition at Callicoon Fine Arts (on view through March 24th) also has
something of an ambiguous tone. Titled Vehicles, the show primarily features meticulously reconstructed images of service vehicles sourced from the Internet. These vehicles sometimes become, well, a
vehicle for a kind of social commentary — especially when Buffon depicts the service vehicles used by
the NYPD. It seems more in line with the artist’s intention, though, to have all kinds of service vehicles
— ranging from fire engines to food trucks — speak for themselves regarding the social contexts they
represent.
Last but not least, there’s a terrific painting show up at Lyles and King. On view through April 1, Aaron
Gilbert’s Psychic Novellas are lambent studies in political history. The scenes he paints, which seem at
least partially inspired by real life experiences, mine different traditions for iconographies that might
transform the banality of ordinary existence into something more poetic and thoughtful. His compositions are saturated with historical meaning, while not being symbolic in a heavy-handed way. In a work
like “Untitled (The one who will bring vengeance)” (2019) Gilbert tacitly infuses the oil-painted image
with allusions to liberation theology and the Virgin Mary as Aztec mother goddess.
Is all of this New York-centric? Yes. Are all the galleries I mentioned here literally within a five-block radius? Yes. Do you have to buy tickets to visit them? No. Will NADA return to a trade show format in the
future? It’s quite possible. Meanwhile, we shouldn’t let the pressures of globalization supplant regional
interests. What NADA’s programming might lack on an international scale it more than makes up for by
being focused on the local.
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Flesh Before Body Photography by Diane Severin Nguyen
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Some 95 million photos are shared on Instagram each day — of sunset boulevards, snow-swept
mountains, and flash-lit faces. Sorting through this sea of images can become quickly overwhelming.
Helpfully, London-based publisher MACK’s First Book Award, announced annually during Photo London at Somerset House, celebrates the emerging photographers we should be training our lenses on.
Attracting submissions that give voice to compelling visual stories, the winning book, announced on
May 16, will be published by MACK, and the photographer’s work exhibited during the event. Here
we delve into the list of ten shortlisted photographers.

Flesh Before Body Photography by Diane Severin Nguyen

5. Diane Severin Nguyen
Jellies, whipped soap, punctured metal cans – Diane Severin Nguyen’s Flesh Before Body explores, in often bizarre and uncomfortable close-ups, a world of alluring substances and materials. “I’m interested in photography as a means of material transfiguration,” says Nguyen, whose
work uses Vietnamese desserts and other familiar objects. For her, this is about creating “new
tactilities”; while her images are about bodies, it’s not the body itself on display. Instead, these
materials and their odd configurations become a mystifying portal into other places. The series is
really about empathy, Nguyen suggests, especially when materials are being pushed to the limits
of our ability to recognise them. We’re forced to get up close and personal.
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